. at, for example, six-hour intervals between the first and second days.
The increment in the complement fixing antigen that occurs after the second day is only minimal, and it is worthy of note that the cultures also attain maximum infectivity in about two days.
* A Report to the Medical Research Council. Of the exceptions four were instances in which marked fixation occurred with the mouse-lung antigen while no fixation was observed with culture antigen ; in seven there was considerable fixation with mouse antigen and none with culture, and in one instance the converse was noted.
As these discrepancies appeared on different occasions with different batches of mouse-lung extract and different cultures they could not be explained as due to peculiarity of these reagents in any one group of tests performed.
Conclusions.
1. The four methods?(a), (b) , (c) and (d) The results of this experiment are shown in Table XX . As the gonococcus complement fixation test is performed as a routine in this laboratory, fifty-two specimens of serum "were examined by that test and by the reaction under consideration.
The results obtained are shown in Table XXIII . puscles is added at once, and the rack containing this is transferred to a water-bath at 370 C. for fifteen minutes, when the tube containing the lowest concentration of complement which shows complete haemolysis under these conditions is noted. Rows 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are put in the incubator at 370 Cfor ninety minutes, after which 0-125 c-c-?f sensitised corpuscle suspension is added to each, when they are further incubated in a water-bath at the same temperature for thirty minutes, when final readings are taken.
The result of such a preliminary test is set forth The findings in establishing this correlation were unequivocal, in that the sera supplied by Dr Fairbrother and those obtained locally reacted in the same way, both in presence of the antigen supplied by him and that prepared by the writer. In Table XXVII . are shown the results obtained on testing two representative specimens of serum from each source with mouse-lung antigen also from each source, and also with culture antigen prepared in Dundee. The results in the case of these are shown in Table XXXI . (To be continued.)
